


FOTOBLECH. creative. versatile. individual.
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architecture. 
Versatile fields of application
-   Facades, fences, and handrails.
-   Solar and noise protection and privacy shield.
-   Burglary protection.
-   State-of-the-art ceiling lining, can also be 
    backlight effectively.
-   Precious stainless steel tiles, suited ideally 
    for wet areas.
-   Garbage shack.
-   Wind protection, e.g. for riding halls.
-   Drawing attention to buildings and objects 
    in a unique manner.
-   Decorative climbing trellis for correct direction

Extreme durability
- Material resistance still provided for in 100 years.

Sie haben Fragen? info@fotoblech.at  |  www.fotoblech.at  |  +43 (0)732/99 70 10



art. 
-   Individual manufacture – absolute unique items.
 Design of unique, individual products with a 

personal note.
-   In the event of letter designs, no problem 
    with internal parts falling out(e.g. “B”).
-   The hole pattern allows for controlling 
 the bending capacity of the sheet metal,
    e.g. for rounds.
-   Acting out individual creative freedom
 and automatic implementation into
    individual products.
-   Any varnish/paint can be used.
-   Decorative backlight available.
-   Cooler and radiator linings.
-   Unique fences, handrails.
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Any questions? info@fotoblech.at  |  www.fotoblech.at  |  +43 (0)732/99 70 10



Fotoblech is a product of LUNOVA GmbH
Ubellstraße 6, 4020 Linz, Austria
tel. +43 (0)732/99 70 10  |  fax +43 (0)732/99 70 10-20
info@fotoblech.at  |  www.fotoblech.at  |  www.lunova.at

business. 
Ideal panel element
- Ideal for shop and trade fair engineering:
     light construction, display support, ...
- Perfect for trade fair booth walls for
     suspending and presenting the goods.

High safety aspect
-    Burglary and solar protection and privacy shield.
-    In areas with closely adjacent holes a type of
 perforation can be established as
     predetermined breaking point.

For highest loads
-    Absolute suitable for outdoors – weather- 
 and UV-resistant, no fading of the 
 colours – no corrosion respectively 
 damages to the material by means of
 environmental influences, dirt
     (e.g. at strongly frequented roads!)

Installation friendly
-    Numerous motif holes can be used
     for attachment purposes ideally.

Online tool saves time and money
-    Create individual motifs online 
     in a simple and quick manner.
- Automatic calculation of the relative
     free hole surface area.
-    Quick conversion procedure
-    Treated ideally for the producer.
-    Pre-production state is generated auto-
     matically without any additional efforts.
- Direct order option for the customers 
     by means of realistic representation
     and immediate price information.
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